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This brochure provides information about the qualifications and business practices of Oakhurst Capital
Advisors, LLC. Oakhurst Capital Advisors, LLC provides investment advisory services through F/m
Investments, LLC (“F/m” or the “Firm” or the “Adviser”). If you have any questions about the contents of
this brochure, please contact us at +1.202.839.4910. The information in this brochure has not been
approved or verified by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission or by any state securities
authority.
Additional information about F/m Investments, LLC is also available on the SEC’s website at
www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.
You can search this site by a unique identifying number, known as a CRD number. The CRD number for
F/M Investments, LLC is 304405
F/m Investments, LLC is a registered investment adviser. Registration of an investment adviser does not
imply any level of skill or training.

Material Changes
The current Disclosure Brochure for F/m Investments, LLC contains the following material changes since the last
Form ADV update.
The Adviser has made the following changes since its last update on December 16, 2020.
Item 10: The Firm added Oakhurst Capital Management as an advisory affiliate.
F/M Investments has updated its office location to 3050 K St NW, Suite 201 Washington DC 20007.
On November 1, 2020, F/m Investments LLC became the adviser to certain clients formerly advised by First
Western Capital Management, LLC. In addition, former First Western Capital Management, LLC employees are
now managing investment strategies, doing business as Oakhurst Capital Advisors, LLC. F/m Acceleration, the
parent of F/m Investments, is the principal owner of Oakhurst Capital Advisors, LLC.
You may also obtain a copy of this brochure by contacting Matthew Swendiman, Chief Compliance Officer, by
phone at 202.839.4910, or by e-mail at: mswendiman@keybridgecompliance.com.
Additional information about F/m is available via the SEC’s website www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.
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Item 4 - Advisory Business
General Description of Advisory Firm
F/m Investments, LLC (“Adviser”) is an investment adviser registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission. We provide investment advisory services to clients on both a discretionary and non-discretionary
basis. The Adviser is doing business as Oakhurst Capital Advisors, LLC (“OCA”, or the “Adviser”)
F/m Investments, LLC was founded in 2019 and is principally owned by F/m Acceleration, LLC. F/m Acceleration
is owned by The 4100 Group and DCincy LLC (owned by David Littleton, Alexander Morris, and Matthew
Swendiman).The 4100 Group (“4100 Group”), is owned by Delta Dental Plan of Michigan, Inc. (“Delta Dental of
Michigan”), a Michigan non-profit dental care corporation, and Delta Dental Plan of Ohio, Inc. (“Delta Dental of
Ohio”), an Ohio non-profit health insuring corporation. Delta Dental of Ohio is controlled by Delta Dental of
Michigan, which in turn is a wholly owned subsidiary of Renaissance Health Services Corporation (“RHSC”).
F/m Investments offers many services through its network of investment advisory representatives (“Advisory
Representatives” or “IARs”). IARs may conduct advisory services under a trade name (i.e. “Doing Business As” or
“DBA “) or other corporate structure that is held out to the public for marketing purposes. F/m Investments does
not have any ownership interest in the IAR’s trade name or other corporate structure. IARs of the Firm set the
advisory fees charged to Client which cannot exceed the advisory fee(s) listed in Item 5 of this Brochure.
F/M Investments claimed compliance with the GIPS standards on June 8, 2020, and is GIPS verified through
12/31/2019.
General Description of Advisory Services
We provide investment management services to mutual funds and also provide investment advisory services
through separately managed accounts to institutional and individual investors.
OCA manages investment products which include equities, corporate bonds, municipal bonds, cash instruments
and government securities. OCA is a diversified investment manager with experience delivering investment
solutions. Our focus on providing strong risk adjusted returns is possible due to our deep commitment to
proprietary research, rather than a dependence on Wall Street.
Our firm provides continuous advice to a client regarding the investment of client funds based on the individual
needs of the client or entity. Through personal discussions in which goals and objectives based on a client’s
particular circumstances are established, we create and manage a portfolio based on that those guidelines.
During our data-gathering process, we determine the client’s objectives, time horizons, risk tolerance, and liquidity
needs. As appropriate, we also review and discuss a client’s prior investment history, as well as family
composition and background.
We manage these advisory accounts on a discretionary basis using proprietary investment strategies and our
advice is limited to investments within those strategies. We may accept non-discretionary accounts on occasion,
but that is by exception only. Account supervision is guided by the client’s stated objectives (i.e., maximum capital
appreciation, growth, income, or growth and income), as well as tax considerations.
Clients may impose reasonable restrictions on investing in certain securities, types of securities, or industry
sectors.
Our investment recommendations are not limited to any specific product or service offered by a broker-dealer or
insurance company and will generally include advice regarding the following securities:
• Exchange-listed securities
• Securities traded over-the-counter
• Corporate debt securities (other than commercial paper)
• Commercial paper
• Certificates of deposit
• Municipal securities
• Mutual fund shares (Advised or Sub-Advised funds)
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•
•

United States governmental securities
Options contracts on securities

Because some types of investments involve certain additional degrees of risk, they will only be
implemented/recommended when consistent with the client’s stated investment objectives, tolerance for risk,
liquidity and suitability.
Mutual Fund Portfolio Management
Following a proposed shareholder meeting to be held on or about December 28, 2020, OCA is anticipated to
serve as the adviser to the Oakhurst Fixed Income Fund (the “Fixed Income Fund” or the “Fund”), the Oakhurst
Short Duration Bond Fund (the “Short Duration Bond Fund” or the “Fund”) and the Oakhurst Short Duration High
Yield Credit Fund (the “Short Duration High Yield Credit Fund” or the “Fund”) (each of Fixed Income Fund, Short
Duration Bond Fund and Short Duration High Yield Credit Fund, collectively, the “Funds”). Each of the Funds is a
series portfolio of F/m Funds Trust, an open-end investment company registered under the Investment Company
Act of 1940.
Further information is available in the Fixed Income Fund, Short Duration Bond Fund, and Short Duration High
Yield Credit Fund Prospectus and Statement of Additional Information (“SAI”).
As of December 31, 2020, OCA has approximately $775,846,775.18 in assets under management, of which
$1,109,025.45 is non-discretionary.
Across all entities, F/m Investments, LLC manages approximately $1,466,253,671 of which $35,475,695 is
managed on a non-discretionary basis as of December 31, 2020.

Item 5 - Fees & Compensation
Our annual fees for Investment Supervisory Services are based upon a percentage of assets under management
dictated by the investment strategy and structure of the products and services.
Fees for separately managed portfolios are charged as a percentage of assets under management and range
from 0.15% - 1.50%, determined by strategy, mix of equity and fixed income, minimum investment, level of
service and overall relationship with OCA. Fees are prorated for periods less than a full billing cycle and adjusted
to cover any additional contributions made during that period. There may be a performance fee for certain
strategies.
Limited Negotiability of Advisory Fees:
Although OCA has established the aforementioned fee schedule(s), we retain the discretion to negotiate
alternative fees on a client by client basis. Client facts, circumstances and needs are considered in determining
the fee schedule. These include the complexity of the client, assets to be placed under management, anticipated
future additional assets; related accounts; portfolio style, account composition, reports, among other factors. The
specific annual fee schedule is identified in the contract between the adviser and each client.
We may group certain related client accounts for the purposes of achieving the minimum account size
requirements and determining the annualized fee.
Discounts, not generally available to our advisory clients, may be offered to family members and friends of
associated persons of our firm.
Fees for separate account management are deducted from the client’s account at the custodian. OCA may allow
for clients to receive an invoice for payment instead. This method is by exception only.
Mutual Fund Portfolio Management
The Fixed Income Fund, the Short Duration Bond Fund, and the Short Duration High Yield Credit Fund each
compensate OCA for the provision of services in accordance with investment advisory agreements approved by
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the Board of Trustees of F/m Funds Trust. Advisory fees are calculated separately for each Fund at a specified
annual percentage of the Fund’s average daily net assets. OCA may affect fee waivers or assumption of
expenses by entering into voluntary or contractual agreements. Voluntary fee waivers or commitments to
reimburse expenses may be rescinded at any time without further notice to investors. Each waiver or
reimbursement of an expense by OCA is subject to repayment by the Funds within the three fiscal years following
the fiscal year in which the particular expense was incurred, provided that the Fund is able to make the repayment
without exceeding contractual agreements.
Please refer to the Prospectus or Statement of Additional Information (“SAI”) of the Funds for a more detailed
description of all Mutual Fund fees.
Portfolio management clients of our firm who also invest in the Fixed Income Fund, the Short Duration Fund or
Short Duration Credit Fund will pay only those fees charged to investors by the mutual fund, i.e., the value of the
client’s investment in the mutual fund is excluded from our quarterly portfolio management fee calculation.
General Information
Termination of the Advisory Relationship: A client agreement may be canceled at any time, by either party, for
any reason upon receipt of written notice. Upon termination of any account, any prepaid, unearned fees will be
promptly refunded. In calculating a client’s reimbursement of fees, we will pro rate the reimbursement according
to the number of days remaining in the billing period.
Mutual Fund Fees: All fees paid to OCA for investment advisory services are separate and distinct from the fees
and expenses charged by mutual funds and/or ETFs to their shareholders. These fees and expenses are
described in each fund’s prospectus. These fees will generally include a management fee, other fund expenses,
and a possible distribution fee. If the fund also imposes sales charges, a client may pay an initial or deferred sales
charge. A client could invest in a mutual fund directly, without our services. In that case, the client would not
receive the services provided by our firm which are designed, among other things, to assist the client in
determining which mutual fund or funds are most appropriate to each client’s financial condition and objectives.
Accordingly, the client should review both the fees charged by the funds and our fees to fully understand the total
amount of fees to be paid by the client and to thereby evaluate the advisory services being provided.
Additional Fees and Expenses: In addition to our advisory fees, clients are also responsible for the fees and
expenses charged by custodians and imposed by broker dealers, including, but not limited to, any transaction
charges imposed by a broker dealer with which an independent investment manager effects transactions for the
client’s account(s). Please refer to the “Brokerage Practices” section (Item 12) of this Form ADV for additional
information.
Grandfathering of Minimum Account Requirements: Pre-existing advisory clients are subject to OCA’s minimum
account requirements and advisory fees in effect at the time the client entered into the advisory relationship.
Therefore, our firm’s minimum account requirements will differ among clients.
ERISA Accounts: OCA is deemed to be a fiduciary to advisory clients that are employee benefit plans or
individual retirement accounts (IRAs) pursuant to the Employee Retirement Income and Securities Act (“ERISA”),
and regulations under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (the “Code”), respectively. As such, our firm is subject
to specific duties and obligations under ERISA and the Internal Revenue Code that include among other things,
restrictions concerning certain forms of compensation. To avoid engaging in prohibited transactions, OCA may
only charge fees for investment advice about products for which our firm and/or our related persons do not
receive any commissions or 12b-1 fees.
Advisory Fees in General: Clients should note that similar advisory services may (or may not) be available from
other registered (or unregistered) investment advisers for similar or lower fees.
Limited Prepayment of Fees: Under no circumstances do we require or solicit payment of fees in excess of
$1200 more than six months in advance of services rendered.

Item 6- Performance-Based Fees & Side-By-Side Management
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OCA may recommend or allocate the Mutual Funds for which we (ourselves or another F/m DBA) act as
investment adviser. The Adviser receives a management fee from the Mutual Funds which may be higher than
the account management fee for a SMA or model running the same strategy, thereby creating a conflict of interest
as we would have an incentive to allocate a greater portion of the Mutual Funds in a client’s account or model.
Each Mutual Fund recommendation or allocation will be evaluated and made only if OCA deems it to be in the
client’s best interest.
Under certain circumstances, OCA may enter into performance-based fee arrangements in accordance with Rule
205-3 of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940. The management of accounts with different advisory fee rates
and/or fee structures, including accounts that pay advisory fees based on account performance, may raise
potential conflicts of interest by creating an incentive to favor higher-fee accounts. These potential conflicts
include, among others:
•
•

•
•

The most attractive investments could be allocated to higher-fee accounts or performance fee accounts.
The trading of higher-fee accounts or performance fee accounts could be favored as to timing and/or
execution price. For example, higher-fee accounts or performance fee accounts could be permitted to
sell securities earlier than other accounts when a prompt sale is desirable or to buy securities at an earlier
and more opportune time.
The trading of other accounts could be used to benefit higher-fee accounts (front-running).
The investment management team could focus their time and efforts primarily on higher-fee accounts or
performance fee accounts due to a personal stake in compensation.

OCA attempts to address these potential conflicts of interest relating to higher-fee accounts or performance fee
accounts through various compliance policies that are generally intended to place all accounts, regardless of fee
structure, on the same footing for investment management purposes. For example, pursuant to OCA policies:
•
•
•

Performance fee accounts are included in all standard trading and allocation procedures with all other
accounts.
All accounts managed in the same style trade in parallel with allocations of similar accounts based on the
procedures generally applicable to those accounts.
All trading must be effected through OCA’s trading desks and normal queues and procedures must be
followed (i.e., no special treatment is permitted for performance fee accounts or higher-fee accounts
based on account fee structure).

OCA provides investment advice to client accounts and provides sub-advisory services to other accounts. OCA
seeks to ensure that all clients are treated fairly and equitably over time regardless of the type of client, level of
services provided, or the nature of its fee compensation.

Item 7 - Types of Clients
OCA provides advisory services to the following types of clients:
• High net worth individuals
• Individual clients, other than high net worth
• Investment companies (including mutual funds)
• Pension and profit-sharing plans (other than plan participants)
• Charitable organizations
• Corporations, Banks or other businesses not listed above
• State or municipal government entities
As previously disclosed in Item 5, our firm has established certain initial minimum account requirements, based
on the nature of the service(s) being provided. For a more detailed understanding of those requirements, please
review the disclosures provided in each applicable service.
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Item 8 - Methods of Analysis, Investment Strategies & Risk of Loss
We use the following methods of analysis in formulating our investment advice and/or managing client assets:
Fundamental Analysis. We attempt to measure the intrinsic value of a security by looking at economic and
financial factors (including the overall economy, industry conditions, and the financial condition and management
of the company itself) to determine if the company is underpriced (indicating it may be a good time to buy) or
overpriced (indicating it may be time to sell).
Fundamental analysis does not attempt to anticipate market movements. This presents a potential risk, as the
price of a security can move up or down along with the overall market regardless of the economic and financial
factors considered in evaluating the stock.
Quantitative Analysis. We use mathematical models to obtain more accurate measurements of a company’s
quantifiable data, such as the value of a share price or earnings per share and predict changes to that data.
A risk in using quantitative analysis is that the models used may be based on assumptions that prove to be
incorrect.
Qualitative Analysis. We subjectively evaluate non-quantifiable factors such as quality of management, labor
relations, and strength of research and development factors not readily subject to measurement and predict
changes to share price based on that data.
A risk in using qualitative analysis is that our subjective judgment may prove incorrect.
Risks for all forms of analysis. Our securities analysis methods rely on the assumption that the companies whose
securities we purchase and sell, the rating agencies that review these securities, and other publicly available
sources of information about these securities, are providing accurate and unbiased data. While we are alert to
indications that data may be incorrect, there is always a risk that our analysis may be compromised by inaccurate
or misleading information.
Investment Strategies
We use the following strategies in managing client accounts, provided that such strategies are appropriate to the
needs of the client and consistent with the client’s investment objectives, risk tolerance, and time horizons, among
other considerations:
Long-Term Purchases. We purchase securities with the idea of holding them in the client’s account for a year or
longer. Typically, we employ this strategy when:
• we believe the securities to be currently undervalued; and/or
• we want exposure to a particular asset class over time, regardless of the current projection for this class.
A risk in a long-term purchase strategy is that by holding the security for this length of time, we may not take
advantage of short-term gains that could be profitable to a client. Moreover, if our predictions are incorrect, a
security may decline sharply in value before we make the decision to sell.
Short-Term Purchases. When utilizing this strategy, we purchase securities with the idea of selling them within a
relatively short time (typically a year or less). We do this in an attempt to take advantage of conditions that we
believe will soon result in a price swing in the securities we purchase.
Trading. We purchase securities with the idea of selling them very quickly (typically within 30 days or less). We
do this in an attempt to take advantage of our predictions of brief price swings.
Short Sales. We borrow shares of a stock for your portfolio from someone who owns the stock on a promise to
replace the shares on a future date at a certain price. Those borrowed shares are then sold. On the agreed upon
future date, we buy the same stock and return the shares to the original owner. We engage in short selling based
on our determination that the stock will go down in price after we have borrowed the shares. If we are correct and
the stock price has gone down since the shares were purchased from the original owner, the client account
realizes the profit.
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Margin Transactions. We may purchase stocks for your portfolio with money borrowed against securities from
your brokerage account. This allows you to purchase more stock than you would be able to with your available
cash and allows us to purchase stock without selling other holdings.
Option Writing. We may use options as an investment strategy. An option is a contract that gives the buyer the
right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell an asset (such as a share of stock) at a specific price on or before a
certain date. An option, just like a stock or bond, is a security. An option is also a derivative, because it derives its
value from an underlying asset.
The two types of options are calls and puts:
• A call gives us the right to buy an asset at a certain price within a specific period of time. We will buy a
call if we have determined that the stock will increase substantially before the option expires.
• A put gives us the holder the right to sell an asset at a certain price within a specific period of time. We
will buy a put if we have determined that the price of the stock will fall before the option expires.
We will use options to speculate on the possibility of a sharp price swing. We will also use options to “hedge” a
purchase of the underlying security; in other words, we will use an option purchase to limit the potential upside
and downside of a security we have purchased for your portfolio.
We use “covered calls”, in which we sell an option on security you own. In this strategy, you receive a fee for
making the option available, and the person purchasing the option has the right to buy the security from you at an
agreed upon price.
We may use a “spreading strategy”, in which we purchase two or more option contracts (for example, a call option
that you buy and a call option that you sell) for the same underlying security. This effectively puts you on both
sides of the market, but with the ability to vary price, time and other factors.
Specific Investment Strategies
Equity Growth
OCA invests assets primarily in the purchase of publicly traded common stocks, convertible preferred stocks and
corporate convertible bonds. The objective is long-term capital appreciation through investment primarily in
corporate equity securities that OCA believes to be significantly undervalued.
Fixed Income
OCA’s fixed-income portfolio consists primarily of investment grade securities that OCA believes are capable of
achieving three primary objectives: 1) producing returns higher than those offered by short-term United States
Government securities; 2) maintaining low exposure to risk; and 3) preserving the returns earned.
Short Duration Fixed Income
The investment objective of the short duration strategy is to seek a high level of income consistent with
preservation of capital and liquidity. It seeks to achieve its investment objective by investing primarily in a
diversified portfolio of short duration fixed-income securities. The investments may include various types of fixed
income securities, including those issued by the U.S. Government and its agencies, foreign government debt
securities, domestic and foreign corporate bonds, convertible securities, bank obligations, money market
securities, mortgage-backed and other asset-backed securities and collateralized mortgage obligations.
High Yield Capital Appreciation
The primary objective is to achieve a return in excess of the comparable return of the Merrill Lynch High Yield
Index through investment primarily in non-investment grade debt securities that OCA believes to have satisfactory
fundamentals with strong industry economic trends or were issued by companies within weak economic sectors
that appear to have reasonably sound or improving credit characteristics.
High Income
The primary objective is high current yield and total return, through investing in non-investment grade debt,
especially targeting securities which OCA believes are likely to be called or redeemed in the foreseeable future.
Through low volatility of both securities and portfolio return, OCA strives to provide an appropriate investment
9

vehicle for investors who are seeking primarily high current yield, at less than average risk than other noninvestment grade portfolios.
California Tax Exempt
The portfolio consists primarily but not necessarily exclusively of, California tax exempt securities that are rated
investment grade at the time of purchase and that OCA believes are capable of achieving three primary
objectives: 1) producing for individuals and corporations resident in California, after-tax returns higher than those
offered by intermediate-term United States Government securities; 2) maintaining low exposure to risk; and 3)
preserving the returns earned.
Income Equity
Income Equity is a diversified long-only structure to provide current income competitive with the rate available on
intermediate maturity investment grade bonds. Our goal is to achieve a growth rate on that steam of income that
can be expected to compound at a rate in excess of the rate of inflation. From time to time, the Income Equity
strategy generates additional income from covered call programs. When interest rates are expected to be rising,
interest rate risk will be hedged by employing various hedging strategies. The strategy is expected to generate a
growing stream of tax-advantaged income.
National Tax Exempt
The strategy seeks to achieve maximum income and capital preservation by investing primarily in investment
grade municipal bonds and tax-exempt securities from various states.
Risk of Loss. Securities investments are not guaranteed, and you may lose money on your investments. We ask
that you work with us to help us understand your tolerance for risk. Clients should understand that investing in
any securities, including mutual funds, involves a risk of loss of both income and principal.
Mutual Fund Portfolio Management
Fixed Income Fund
The investment objective of the Fixed Income Fund is total return. The Fixed Income Fund seeks to achieve its
investment objective of total return by investing primarily in a diversified portfolio of investment grade fixed-income
securities that OCA believes offer the potential for capital appreciation and current income. The Fixed Income
Fund's investments may include various types of fixed-income securities, including those issued by the U.S.
Government and its agencies, domestic and foreign corporate bonds, convertible securities, mortgage-backed
and other asset-backed securities and collateralized mortgage obligations. Mortgage-backed securities include
securities issued or guaranteed by the U.S. Government, its agencies or instrumentalities, as well as by nongovernmental issuers such as commercial banks, savings and loan institutions, mortgage bankers, other private
issuers, and private mortgage insurance companies.
OCA attempts to maximize the Fixed Income Fund's total return by actively managing the Fixed Income Fund's
average maturity, sector weightings, and specific security holdings. The Fund's dollar-weighted average maturity
will be actively monitored and adjusted based on OCA’s view of interest rate trends. OCA may sell a security
based upon its assessment of interest rate trends or when more attractive opportunities become available.
Short Duration Bond Fund
The investment objective of the Short Duration Bond Fund is to seek a high level of income consistent with
preservation of capital and liquidity. The Short Duration Bond Fund seeks to achieve its investment objective by
investing primarily in a diversified portfolio of short duration fixed-income securities.
OCA actively manages the Short Duration Bond Fund's average duration, sector and industry weightings, and
specific security holdings. The Short Duration Bond Fund's average duration is actively monitored and adjusted
based on OCA’s view of interest rate trends. OCA may sell a security based upon its assessment of interest rate
trends or when more attractive opportunities become available.
Short Duration High Yield Credit Fund
Under normal circumstances, the Short Duration High Yield Credit Fund will invest at least 80% of its net assets
(including any borrowings for investment purposes) in a diversified portfolio of non-investment grade debt
securities (commonly known as “junk bonds”) and floating rate senior secured loans issued by U.S. and foreign
corporations, partnerships, and other business entities (“High Yield Securities”). For the purposes of this Fund,
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High Yield Securities include traditional corporate bonds, floating rate and non-income producing securities, such
as zero-coupon bonds which pay interest only at maturity, and payment in-kind bonds which pay interest in the
form of additional securities. High Yield Securities will consist of securities rated below the lowest investment
grade category (BBB- by Standard & Poor’s (“S&P”); Baa3 by Moody’s Investors Services, Inc. (“Moody’s”), or
comparably rated by at least one independent credit rating agency) or if unrated, are determined by the Adviser to
be of comparable quality, at the time of purchase.
Short Duration High Yield Credit Fund seeks to maintain an average duration of 3.5 years or less and there is no
maximum duration on individual securities held by the Short Duration High Yield Credit Fund. Short Duration High
Yield Credit Fund will calculate its effective duration by using the nearest call date or maturity of its securities,
whichever comes first. Duration is a measure of the Short Duration High Yield Credit Fund’s sensitivity to changes
in interest rates. For example, if interest rates move up one percentage point (1%) while the Short Duration High
Yield Credit Fund’s duration is 4 years, the Short Duration High Yield Credit Fund’s share price would be
expected to decline by 4%.
The Short Duration High Yield Credit Fund may also invest in participation interests in loans that are generally
deemed High Yield Securities. In addition, the Short Duration High Yield Credit Fund may invest in illiquid or thinly
traded securities and those that are privately placed but eligible for purchase and sale by certain qualified
institutional buyers (such as the Short Duration High Yield Credit Fund) under Rule 144A of the Securities Act of
1933. The Short Duration High Yield Credit Fund may also invest in preferred stocks and convertible securities.
From time to time the Short Duration High Yield Credit Fund may emphasize investment in one or more particular
sectors of the fixed income market.
OCA utilizes a bottom-up security selection process, with an emphasis on a company’s industry position,
management quality, cash flow characteristics, asset protection and quality, liquidity and covenants. OCA
attempts to mitigate interest rate risk by investing in certain High Yield Securities, such as floating rate securities
(including loans) and short maturity bonds, which may be less sensitive to interest rate changes.
Risks associated with investing in each Fund include fixed income-related risks such as interest rate risk, maturity
risk, credit risk and liquidity risk. Additionally, the types of securities in which each Fund invests such as U.S.
Government securities, mortgage-backed securities, other asset-backed securities and privately placed and Rule
144A securities involve attendant risks. The Short Duration High Yield Credit Fund High Portfolio Turnover Risk
may invest on a shorter-term basis and, as a result, may trade more frequently causing higher transaction costs
and higher levels of current tax liability to shareholders in the Short Duration High Yield Credit Fund.
Further information on investment strategies and related risks of the Fixed Income Fund, Short Duration Bond
Fund, and Short Duration High Yield Credit Fund is available in the Funds’ Prospectus and Statement of
Additional Information (“SAI”).

Item 9 - Disciplinary Information
OCA has no disciplinary history to report.

Item 10 - Other Financial Industry Activities & Affiliations
F/m Investments, LLC (“F/m”) conducts business under the name, “Oakhurst Capital Advisors, LLC.” F/m
Investments, LLC is owned by F/m Acceleration, LLC (“FMA”). F/m Acceleration is an asset management
platform that provides business and investment strategy and solutions to Investment Advisers. F/m Acceleration
may provide trading, account reconciliation, accounting opening and closed and other services to Registered
Investment Advisers, other than F/m Investments, LLC. FMA is an owner and managing member of an affiliated
Investment Adviser, Oakhurst Capital Management, LLC. FMI and Oakhurst Capital Management do share some
personnel, and resources. To mitigate this potential conflict of interest, all employees of F/m Acceleration are
subject to the Firm’s Code of Ethics requirements (for more details, see Item 11) and all activities are overseen
and reviewed by the Chief Compliance Officer.
David Littleton, a principal owner of F/m Acceleration, owns entities for the sole purpose of renting real estate
properties. Mr. Littleton is not involved in the day-to-day operations of the management of these properties and
clients of F/m are not offered or solicited to participate in these real estate investments. Mr. Littleton is also a
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principal owner of Key Bridge Compliance, LLC, an outsourced compliance consulting firm for Registered
Investment Advisers. While this may not be an inherent conflict of interest, Key Bridge Compliance, LLC monitors
Mr. Littleton’s personal trading accounts and activities (as discussed in Item 11) to monitor and ensure Mr.
Littleton is not using information from his activities at Key Bridge Compliance, LLC to help profit himself or other
Firms he may be working with. F/m also attempts to mitigate the conflict of interest by requiring Mr. Littleton to
acknowledge the firm’s Code of Ethics, their individual fiduciary duty to the clients of F/m, which requires that
employees put the interests of clients ahead of their own.
Alexander Morris, a principal owner of F/m Acceleration is a principal owner of Key Bridge Compliance, LLC an
outsourced compliance consulting firm for Registered Investment Advisers. While this may not be an inherent
conflict of interest, Key Bridge Compliance, LLC monitors Mr. Morris’ personal trading accounts and activities (as
discussed in Item 11) to monitor and ensure Mr. Morris is not using information from his activities at Key Bridge
Compliance, LLC to help profit himself or other Firms he may be working with. F/m also attempts to mitigate the
conflict of interest by requiring Mr. Morris to acknowledge the firm’s Code of Ethics, their individual fiduciary duty
to the clients of F/m, which requires that employees put the interests of clients ahead of their own.
Matthew A. Swendiman, a principal owner of F/m Acceleration is a principal owner and the CEO of Key Bridge
Compliance, LLC an outsourced compliance consulting firm for Registered Investment Advisers. While this may
not be an inherent conflict of interest, Key Bridge Compliance, LLC monitors Mr. Swendiman personal trading
accounts and activities (as discussed in Item 11) to monitor and ensure Mr. Swendiman is not using information
from his activities at Key Bridge Compliance, LLC to help profit himself or other Firms he may be working with.
Mr. Swendiman also serves as an Investment Adviser Representative for Crew Capital, LLC, an un-affiliated
SEC-Registered Investment Adviser. Mr. Swendiman does receive additional compensation from Crew Capital
and clients should be aware that the receipt of additional compensation itself creates an inherent conflict of
interest and may affect the judgement of Mr. Swendiman when making recommendations. To help mitigate this
conflict of interest the Firm monitors Mr. Swendiman’s activities when acting as an Adviser for F/m, which may
include reviewing a sample of Mr. Swendiman’s correspondence, reviewing Mr. Swendiman’s transactions to
ensure there is no conflict. F/m also attempts to mitigate the conflict of interest by requiring Mr. Swendiman to
acknowledge the firm’s Code of Ethics, their individual fiduciary duty to the clients of F/m, which requires that
employees put the interests of clients ahead of their own. Mr. Swendiman is the sole owner and managing
member of JCM Financial Services Consulting, LLC, which holds his interest in DCincy, which holds his interest in
F/M Acceleration, LLC.
Certain OCA personnel are separately licensed as insurance agents with independent insurance companies.
Therefore, these personnel are entitled to receive commissions or other remuneration on the sale of insurance.
This creates a conflict of interest in that there is an incentive to recommend insurance products that result in these
additional payments. This conflict is mitigated by full and fair disclosure to clients. Clients are under no obligation
to purchase any recommended insurance product from OCA personnel.

Item 11 - Code of Ethics, Participation or Interest in Client Transactions &
Personal Trading
Code of Ethics
Our Code of Ethics (the “Code”) sets out general ethical standards applicable to our employees. Our employees
are expected to maintain the highest ethical standards, embody a business culture that supports actions based on
what is right rather than expediency, deal fairly with customers and one another, protect confidential information
and seek guidance about ethical questions. More specifically with respect to advisory activities, the Code
requires that whenever we act in a fiduciary capacity, we will endeavor to consistently put the client’s interest
ahead of ours. We will not engage in fraudulent, deceptive or manipulative conduct with respect to clients, and
will act with appropriate care, skill and diligence.
Advisory personnel are required to know when we are acting as a fiduciary with respect to the work they are
doing. If we are, employees are expected to comply with all fiduciary standards applicable to us in performing
their duties. In addition, employees must put the client’s interest ahead of their own personal interest. An
employee’s fiduciary duty is a personal obligation.
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In addition to these ethical principles, the Code requires that our staff acknowledge receipt of the Code, report
violations of the Code and comply with applicable federal and state securities laws. The Code also incorporates a
personal securities trading policy, which is intended to deter and prevent insider trading among other things. The
policy contains detailed requirements for respecting information barriers relating to material nonpublic information,
as well as restricting, reporting and monitoring employees' personal securities trading. We will provide a copy of
the Code, free of charge, to any client or prospective client upon request.
Participation or Interest in Client Transactions
It is possible, although not a general practice of the Adviser, that we may recommend that clients (or the funds
which we manage) buy or sell securities or investment products in which a related person of the Adviser or an
employee of the Adviser has some financial interest. Specifically, as previously disclosed above, we may
recommend that some of our clients invest in the Mutual Funds, or we may allocate the Mutual Funds in certain
Model Portfolios. Our principals may also invest in the funds that we manage, and we require that all such
transactions be carried out in a manner that does not conflict with the interests of any client. We require that all of
our supervised persons act in accordance with all applicable federal and state regulations governing their
activities in their capacities as such. Furthermore, we have adopted the Code expressing the firm’s commitment
to ethical conduct and prohibiting certain types of transactions. See “Code of Ethics” above. Individuals
associated with us may buy or sell securities for their personal accounts which are identical or different than those
recommended to clients. It is our policy that no employee may prefer his or her own interest to that of an advisory
client or make personal investment decisions based on the investment decision of advisory clients.
Our Chief Compliance Officer pre-approves certain employee transactions according to the Code. The Chief
Compliance Officer periodically reviews employee transactions to ensure that personal transactions do not conflict
with the interests of any other client.

Item 12 - Brokerage Practices
In instances where we have discretionary authority to determine the types and amounts of securities to be bought
or sold for SMA clients, the broker or dealer to be used and the commission rates to be paid, the Adviser
conducts an analysis based on its policies and procedures. The factors involved in the broker or dealer selection
include transaction costs, reliability of the broker, service level and other services provided (i.e. prime brokerage).
The commissions paid by clients comply with our duty to obtain “best execution.” Clients may pay commissions
that are higher than that which they could obtain at another financial institution to effect the same transaction.
Our analysis helps us determine the reasonableness of commissions in relation to the value of the brokerage,
execution and related services received. In seeking best execution, the determinative factor is not the lowest
possible cost, but whether the transaction represents the best qualitative execution, taking into consideration the
full range of services, including without limitation, execution capability, commission rates, responsiveness and
other functions performed or services offered by the broker. We seek competitive rates but may not obtain the
lowest possible commission rates for client transactions.
Subject to our policy of seeking best execution for transactions, and subject to the criteria of Section 28(e) of the
Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 (the “1934 Act”), when we have broker discretion, we may place trades with
a broker that provides brokerage and research services to us, or to one of the other DBAs associated with F/m.
We may have an incentive to select or recommend a broker based on our, or another DBAs, interest in receiving
research or other products or services, rather than on our clients’ interest in receiving most favorable execution.
See the Soft Dollars section below for a discussion of the research products or services that we, or another of
F/m’s DBAs receive in exchange for brokerage commissions.
With respect to separately managed accounts, from time-to-time the clients may direct brokerage transactions
through their custodians or other brokerage firms. Accordingly, we will be unable to seek the best available price
and most favorable execution of such clients’ portfolio transactions. Consequently, such clients may not
necessarily obtain execution of transactions or brokerage rates as favorable as those which might be obtained
through an investment adviser that does undertake to select brokerage firms or to negotiate rates with those
selected firms. Furthermore, the fees and charges payable under this arrangement may be higher than the
aggregate amount of fees and charges such clients would pay if the client (or the Adviser) were to negotiate the
fees and charges of each service provider and securities transaction separately.
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We may aggregate orders of securities for multiple client accounts. We may aggregate sale and purchase orders
of securities held by our clients with similar orders being made simultaneously for other clients if such aggregation
is reasonably likely to result in overall economic benefit to clients based on an evaluation that the clients are
benefited by relatively better purchase or sale prices, lower commission expenses or beneficial timing of
transactions, or a combination of these and other factors. In some instances, the purchase or sale of securities for
clients will be effected simultaneously with the purchase or sale of like securities for other clients. Such
transactions may be made at slightly different prices, due to the volume of securities purchased or sold. In such
event, the average price of all securities purchased or sold in such transactions is determined and the client may
be charged or credited, as the case may be, the average transaction price.
OCA may use pro rata allocation when an aggregated order cannot be fully executed in a single day. In such
cases, the portion of the order filled on a particular day is generally allocated among participating accounts based
on the size of each account’s order. Such allocations are subject to the firm’s ability to cancel or modify an order
for one or more accounts if, the firm believes that as a result of the incomplete fill, the order is no longer
appropriate for such accounts. OCA may apply a minimum order allocation amount, which may vary based on a
market convention associated with the particular security. Where remaining positions are too small to satisfy the
minimum allocation amount, we may decide to allocate the remaining shares to those accounts seeking large
positions which remain unfilled or to allocate remaining shares to those accounts whose order would be
completed as a result of the allocation.
OCA may allocate on a basis other than pro rata if, under the circumstances, such other method is reasonable,
equitable, does not result in improper or undisclosed advantage or disadvantage to a particular account or group
of accounts and results in fair access, over time, to trading opportunities for all eligible accounts. For example, we
may identify investment opportunities that are more appropriate for certain accounts than others and may
determine to allocate a partial fill to such accounts. Factors which the firm may consider in making allocation
decisions include, among others: investment objectives and restrictions, cash availability and changes in cash
flows, including current or anticipated redemptions, exchanges and capital contributions/withdrawals. Other
allocation methods which may be used by the firm include random and rotational allocation. Such allocation
methods may be particularly appropriate when the transaction size is too limited to be effectively allocated pro
rata among all eligible accounts.
For trades where OCA does not have complete discretion over client transactions, but does maintain discretion
over a model allocation, OCA employs a trade order rotation. OCA assigns each client who trades on a model
delivery basis with either a number or a letter. OCA will then rotate the order of notification of those clients for
each update to the strategy. By employing this methodology, OCA attempts to treat all accounts fairly and
equitably over time. In certain cases where trade restrictions or unique account-level requirements jeopardize the
fair and equitable treatment of all accounts, the traders will have the ability to use their discretion to deviate from
this rotation order.
Soft Dollar Benefits
When appropriate under its discretionary authority and consistent with its duty to seek best execution, OCA may
direct trades for client accounts to brokers who provide other F/M Investments DBAs with brokerage and research
services. OCA has not entered into any soft dollar arrangements. The client commissions used to acquire
brokerage and research services are known as "soft dollars." F/M complies with Section 28(e) of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934, which provides a "safe harbor" allowing an investment adviser to pay more than the lowest
available commission for brokerage and research services if it determines in good faith that: (1) the brokerage
and research services fall within the definitions set forth in Section 28(e); (2) the brokerage and research services
provide lawful and appropriate assistance in the investment decision-making process; and (3) the commission
paid is reasonable in relation to the brokerage and research services provided. The use of client commissions to
pay for research and brokerage services may present F/m with conflicts of interest because (1) it receives an
indirect benefit that it does not have to pay for from its resources, and (2) F/m may be incentivized to select
brokers based on receiving brokerage and research services rather than receiving the most favorable execution.
The receipt of brokerage and research services in exchange for soft dollars benefits F/m Investments by allowing
it to supplement its own research and analysis activities, to receive the views and information from research
experts, and to gain access to persons having special expertise on certain companies, industries, areas of
economy, and market factors. Such brokerage and research services are made available to F/m Investments in
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connection with its investment decision-making responsibilities and enhance F/m Investments’ capability to
discharge those responsibilities. These products and services are useful for F/m Investments’ investment
decision-making and generally benefit all client accounts. F/m Investments conducts periodic formal evaluations
of its receipt of brokerage and research services. These ongoing evaluations focus on the quality and quantity of
brokerage and research services provided by brokerage firms and whether the commissions paid for such
services are fair and reasonable. Brokerage and research services acquired with soft dollars may include, but not
be limited to: written and oral reports on the economy, industries, sectors and individual companies or issuers;
appraisals and analysis relating to markets and economic factors; statistical information; accounting and tax law
interpretations; political analyses; reports on legal developments affecting portfolio securities; information on
technical market actions; credit analyses; on-line quotations, trading techniques, and other trading systems; risk
measurement; analyses of corporate responsibility issues; research related on-line news services; seminars; onsite visits; asset allocation software; pricing; indices data; and financial and market database services.
Determination and evaluation of the reasonableness of the brokerage commissions paid are based primarily on
the professional opinions of the persons responsible for the placement and review of such transactions. These
opinions are formed on the basis of, among other things, the individual’s experience in the securities industry and
information available concerning the level of commissions paid by other investors of comparable size and type.
F/m Investments may select brokers based on an assessment of their ability to provide quality executions and its
belief that the research, information, and other eligible services provided by these brokers benefit client accounts.
It is not possible to place a precise dollar value on the special executions or on the brokerage and research
services F/m Investments receives from brokers. Accordingly, brokers selected by F/m Investments may be paid
commissions for effecting portfolio transactions for client accounts in excess of amounts other brokers would have
charged for effecting similar transactions if F/m Investments determines in good faith that such amounts are
reasonable in relation to the value of the brokerage and research services provided by those brokers, viewed
either in terms of a particular transaction or its overall duty to discretionary accounts. Brokerage and research
services obtained with soft dollars are not necessarily utilized for the specific account that generated the soft
dollars. Some clients, including, but not limited to directed brokerage clients, UMA program clients, and clients
who restrict the use of soft dollars, may benefit from the research and brokerage products obtained from soft
dollars despite the fact that their trade commissions may not be used to pay for these services. F/m Investments
does not attempt to allocate the relative costs or benefits of brokerage and research services among client
accounts because it believes that, in the aggregate, the brokerage and research services it receives benefit all
clients and assists F/m Investments in fulfilling its overall investment responsibilities.
Selected products or services provided by brokers may have administrative, marketing or other uses that do not
constitute brokerage or research services within the meaning of Section 28(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of
1934. These are referred to as “mixed-use” services. F/m Investments evaluates mixed-use products and
services and attempts to make a reasonable allocation of the cost of these products or services according to their
use, including the intended purpose, or the amount of time that different functions utilize the product or service. A
conflict of interest may arise in allocating the cost of mixed-use items between research and non-research
products and services. The portion of a product or service attributable to eligible brokerage or research services
will be paid through brokerage commissions generated by client transactions; the remaining cost of the product or
service will be paid by F/m Investments from its own resources.
Trade Errors
On infrequent occasions, an error may be made in a client's account. For example, a security may be erroneously
purchased for a client account instead of sold. In these situations, the Adviser generally seeks to correct the error
by placing the client account in a similar position as it would have been had there been no error, at no cost to the
client, subject to the policies of the applicable custodian. Depending on the circumstances, corrective steps may
be taken, including but not limited to, cancelling the trade, adjusting an allocation, and/or crediting the customer's
account. In the event the trading error results in a profit, the profit is retained by the client.

Item 13 - Review of Accounts
Our compliance staff and portfolio managers review each of our accounts on a regular basis. SMAs are reviewed
with clients periodically on a schedule negotiated with the clients.
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SMA clients will receive transaction confirmations and monthly, (quarterly if no monthly activity occurs) statements
from the qualified custodian of their account. Clients may receive quarterly reports upon request. In addition,
certain clients are provided with a monthly statement by OCA. Clients are urged to carefully review all custodial
account statements and compare them to the statements and reports that may be provided by OCA.

Item 14 - Client Referrals & Other Compensation
Compensation for Mutual Fund Shares
If you purchase F/m Mutual Funds through a broker-dealer or other financial intermediary (such as the fund's
distributor, financial institutions, plan sponsors and administrators, and other financial intermediaries through which
investors may purchase shares of the fund), F/M and or its affiliates may pay the intermediary for the sale of fund
shares and related services. These payments may create a conflict of interest by influencing the broker-dealer or
other intermediary and your salesperson to recommend F/M funds over another investment. Please contact your
financial intermediary or plan administrator or sponsor for details about revenue sharing payments it may receive.

Item 15 - Custody
Custody of assets in separately managed accounts are maintained with a bank, trust company or brokerage firm
(the “Custodian”) selected either by the client or by the Adviser. We are deemed to have custody of SMA assets,
if, for example, the client authorizes us to instruct the Custodian to deduct advisory fees directly from the account.
SMA clients receive account statements directly from the Custodian at least quarterly. Clients should carefully
review those statements promptly upon receipt.
Investment advisers that have custody of client assets are subject to an annual surprise examination of those
assets by an independent public accountant under the amended custody rule, unless the adviser has custody
solely because of its authority to deduct advisory fees from client accounts or it is an adviser to a pooled
investment vehicle that is subject to an annual financial statement audit by an independent public accountant
registered with, and subject to regular inspection by, the PCAOB and that distributes the audited financial
statements to investors in the pool. Given that OCA qualifies for each exception listed, the firm is not subject to an
annual surprise verification of certain client assets by an independent public accountant.

Item 16 - Investment Discretion
With respect to separately managed accounts that are under discretionary management, we are granted full
authority to manage the assets of the accounts subject to the Investment Management Agreement signed by the
client and the Adviser. All clients who grant discretionary authority to the Adviser must do so in writing via an
Investment Advisory Agreement or an amendment thereto. With respect to non-discretionary separately managed
accounts, the Adviser provides investment advice to the client and the client decides whether or not to follow
some or all of the recommendations. Clients in separately managed accounts may place restrictions on their
accounts.

Item 17 - Voting Client Securities
OCA may vote proxies for certain advisory clients if that responsibility is specifically accepted by OCA in the
advisory agreement between OCA and the client. Regardless, a client always has the right to vote their own
proxies. A client can exercise this right by instructing OCA in writing to not vote proxies in the client’s account. In
addition, where OCA has proxy voting authority but a client desires to direct OCA on how to vote a particular
proxy, clients should contact OCA at the address below.
If the client agreement is entered into by a trustee or other fiduciary on behalf of an employee retirement income
plan subject to the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (“ERISA”), including a person meeting the definition
of “fiduciary” under ERISA, the trustee or other fiduciary generally retains the right and obligation to vote proxies.
In such cases, the Adviser is generally precluded from voting proxies for the plan.
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Our proxy voting procedures provide that we vote proxies in our clients’ interests, and that if we identify a material
conflict of interest between us and the client, we will vote based upon the recommendation of an independent
third party. In certain circumstances, in accordance with an investment advisory contract, or other written
directive, or if we have determined that it is in the client’s best interest, we may refrain from voting proxies.
Upon written request, a client will be provided with our proxy voting policies and procedures. Clients may also
request, in writing, copies of records regarding how we voted their securities. Written requests must be
addressed to the Chief Compliance Officer and sent to our office address.

Item 18 - Financial Information
The firm has no financial commitment that impairs its ability to meet contractual and fiduciary commitments to
clients and has not been the subject of a bankruptcy proceeding. In April 2020, the firm received a Paycheck
Protection Plan Loan through the SBA in conjunction with the relief afforded from the CARES [Act]. The firm used
the PPP to continue payroll for the firm and the firm did not suffer any interruption of service.
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